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37th-tango-meeting-2023 channel.
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Tuesday, April 18th

Marco Bartolini 11:34 AM

joined #37th-tango-meeting-2023. Also, Rhian Beer and 4 others joined.

Marco Bartolini 3:03 PM

https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1681814085458779
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1681826585368139


Hi all, this is just to get things started in view of the upcoming TANGO community meeting. Not

sure how you are used to handle it from past editions so I’m just starting by creating a slack

channel
3:03

The first goal is to start advertising dates and program, and be able to get registrations. Not

sure if you usually had it on the TANGO indico space, otherwise we have an SKAO indico we

can use
3:04

Let me also introduce you all to @Rhian Beer from SKAO who will help us with all the logistics

andy.gotz 5:25 PM

Hi @Marco Bartolini thanks for creating the channel and proposing to advance on this. It would

be better to use the Tango controls indico site that way we keep the events with the slides

easily accesible form one place. I will create an event on indico.tango-controls.org and make

Rhian adminsitrator of the event. @Rhian Beer please send me your indico login or create one

if you don't have one yet on tango-controls.org. Can you give me the exact dates so I can

create the event with these. Thanks!
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4 replies
Last reply 2 months ago

View thread

andy.gotz 5:36 PM

I have created the event: https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/

Conference (Indico)
37th Tango Community meeting at SKAO in Jodrell Bank, England (10 kB)

htt

ps://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
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https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1681826664680429
https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/U054ELWFKGQ
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1681835121331559
https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/UHKH2MXCM
http://indico.tango-controls.org/
https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/U054ELWFKGQ
http://tango-controls.org/
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1681835768259689
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/


Marco Bartolini 8:36 PM

Great, thanks Andy !
8:38

Currently the suggested timeline is to start on the 27th and finish on the 29th at noon
8:39

The key things to consider for us are:
8:41

 budget. We do not have expenses a part from lunch and social dinner. Depending
on the number of participants we might be able to cover it or at least partly from
SKAO. If I remember correctly last year we paid a small fee but I’m not sure if this
was handled by Max-IV or by ESRF .

8:43

 location. We can use the SKAO HQ and we can book our council chamber for the
plenary sessions. If we need breakout rooms for other parallel meetings we need to
book them. We can book at least one more meeting room provisionally , but
depending on the program we can accommodate more if needed.

(edited)
8:46

 transports. SKAO HQ is not very accessible and it’s best reached by your own car
or taxi. Public transport is not available. We can arrange coaches from one location
if needed but if we do we need to coordinate the hotel bookings accordingly so that
people are more or less in the same area. Otherwise we trust in the power of self
organisation and you will have to rent cars or arrange taxis. We can of course
provide indications.

8:47

@Rhian Beer anything I’m forgetting ?
Wednesday, April 19th

andy.gotz 5:10 AM

@Marco Bartolini this sounds good. The exec committee decided in the past that the Tango

meetings should be self financed in order to not make them ruin the hosting facility and

therefore reluctant to organise. This means you should charge a fee to the attendees and they

should pay for their own accommodation and travel. Anything you can cover with the fee should

be done, hosting in your own facility should hopefully not incur lower the rental costs to zero. In

https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1681846569252809
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1681846724429029
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1681846780420399
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1681846916717129
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1681847013095809
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1681847208360109
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1681847229952069
https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/U054ELWFKGQ
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1681877410934049
https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/UHKH2MXCM


the past the attendance fees were of the order of < 100 euros and covered the breaks and

meals. What would you need to charge to cover these at SKAO? (edited)

5:13

@Rhian Beer I will meet with Sam Twum and Devin Petrie on Friday 21/4 at 16:00 (French

time) to explain to introduce them to editing an event on indico. You are welcome to join us on

zoom at this link

https://esrf.zoom.us/j/91360255860?pwd=emtzZnR6VDFpYjlpcmlyWHd0WU44Zz09 if you

need help getting started with indico.

Marco Bartolini 9:38 AM

thanks @andy.gotz! Was the fee collected by MAX-IV last year or by ESRF?

andy.gotz 9:40 AM

By MAX-IV as a registration fee.
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Monday, April 24th

Marco Bartolini 2:10 PM

@Rhian Beer, I checked and last year we had 69 registered and 35 in persons.

andy.gotz 6:48 PM

There were some restrictions due to the size of the room if I remember well. I presume there

won't be the same restrictions at SKAO. You can put a limit on the registrations in indico. I see

the indico site is coming along - nice picture! When do you plan to open registrations?

1 reply
2 months ago

View thread

https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1681877597709939
https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/U054ELWFKGQ
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Tuesday, April 25th

Rhian Beer 9:43 AM

Hi Andy,

I'm just waiting for our finance team to confirm the account for the registration payment then we

should be able to open it up

Marco Bartolini 12:17 PM

replied to a thread:

There were some restrictions due to the size of the room if I remember well. I presume
there won't be the same restrictions at SKAO. You can put a limit on the registrations in
indico. I see the indico site is coming along - nice picture! When do you plan to open
registrations?
yes, I don’t think we should have a limit on the numbers

Thursday, April 27th

TB 12:24 PM

joined #37th-tango-meeting-2023. Also, Dmitry Egorov and Aditya Dange joined.
Thursday, May 4th

Marco Bartolini 12:01 PM

hi @Guifré Cuní, @andy.gotz . @Rhian Beer has updated the indico website and it can be

opened for registration. It is still missing, the link for the payment is still missing as we’re sorting

it out with our events team who are busy in Canada at the moment. But we can start collecting

registrations and check what’s the number of in-person attendees .

https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1682412216762059
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1682421459956009?thread_ts=1682358522.089769&cid=C053JBH379C
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1682594678421649
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1683198098106309
https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/UFJMKBGLS
https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/UFH1REGHG
https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/U054ELWFKGQ


7 replies
Last reply 2 months ago

View thread

Marco Bartolini 12:02 PM

can you please have a look and check if the website is ok in your opinion, or if it needs any

changes?

Marco Bartolini 12:34 PM

also we’ll have to start defining a program at some point and some way to submit a

presentation. surely we can more or less borrow from the past years, but I was never involved

in the organisation

andy.gotz 2:13 PM

Hi @Marco Bartolini and @Rhian Beer the site is shaping up. I looked at the registration and

noticed I can choose between SKAO HQ and YOUR HOME and OTHER. I wonder if YOUR

HOME should not simply be REMOTE. People might be confused with YOUR HOME because

remote does not necessarily mean being at home. I would also enable Abstract submissions

and define a strawman program i.e. with sessions and times.

1 reply
2 months ago

View thread

Friday, May 5th

Marco Bartolini 3:57 PM

https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1683198128012809
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1683200059348519
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1683206036935529
https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/UHKH2MXCM
https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/U054ELWFKGQ
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1683298628078729


@andy.gotz, @Guifré Cuní we will finalise the details of the website next week, as our

communication staff will be back and will help up setup all the details for collecting payments. I

am assuming that we can generate a first draft agenda modelled on last year’s meeting, but we

also have more time this time , so we need to expand the program. I’m happy to schedule a

catch-up sometimes next week about it

9 replies
Last reply 2 months ago

View thread

Tuesday, May 9th

Reynald 11:12 AM

joined #37th-tango-meeting-2023. Also, Lukasz Zytniak and 2 others joined.
Tuesday, May 16th

Marco Bartolini 5:02 PM

Dear TANGO community,

the registration for the 37th TANGO community meeting are now open.

The annual gathering of TANGO Controls developers and users will be hosted in the SKAO

headquarters, near Manchester, UK, and remote participation is also possible in a hybrid

format.

We will start on the 27th of June and the meeting will run for two and a half days. We will have

the usual sessions for a status update from the different facilities, from the kernel development

and from the various tools composing the TANGO ecosystem.

The program is still flexible and we wait for your abstract submissions in order to finalise the

complete schedule.

https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/UFH1REGHG
https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/UFJMKBGLS
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1683627159892429
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1684252934000919
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
https://www.skao.int/en/about-us/skao
https://www.skao.int/en/about-us/skao


We have identified some areas of focus where we encourage submission of abstracts: design

of new TANGO-based systems and how they map to new application domains outside of

synchrotron facilities, use of web based tools with TANGO, Software lifecycle management and

CICD.

The agenda is flexible and we certainly can accommodate any topic of interest for the

community, so don’t be afraid to submit your abstract!

The plan for the last half day is to run parallel workshops inspired by the discussions happening

on the previous days.

At the side of the main meeting there will be chances to socialise during the social dinner and

to explore the world of radio astronomy by visiting our neighbours at the Jodrell Bank

Observatory.

Register at: https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/ and submit your abstract!

Conference (Indico)
37th Tango Community meeting at SKAO in Jodrell Bank, England
The 37th Tango Community meeting will be hosted as an hybrid meeting by SKAO on the

27-29 June 2023. Remote attendance is free of charge and you will still need to register.

Joining in person requires the registration and the payment of the fee - via the below link.

https://buy.stripe.com/7sI5mc28L7Xk1hu5kl The venue is SKAO at Jodrell Bank, Cheshire UK.

htt

ps://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/

Jodrell Bank
Homepage - Jodrell Bank
All you need is Lovell (342 kB)

htt

ps://www.jodrellbank.net/

Marco Bartolini 5:37 PM

Hi all, above here is the announcement for the upcoming community meeting. Please share it

with your collaborators and colleagues !
Friday, May 26th

https://www.jodrellbank.net/
https://www.jodrellbank.net/
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
https://buy.stripe.com/7sI5mc28L7Xk1hu5kl
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
https://www.jodrellbank.net/
https://www.jodrellbank.net/
https://www.jodrellbank.net/
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1684255067407689


Marco Bartolini 5:21 PM

renamed the channel from “tango-community-meeting-2023” to “37th-tango-meeting-2023”
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Wednesday, May 31st

Reynald 9:58 AM

Good morning,

For the payment of the fees, we followed the link which is on this page

https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/ and we paid this morning but we didn't get any

confirmation of the payment yet.

Can we get an invoice for our Travel Office? If yes, when and how can we get this invoice?

Conference (Indico)
37th Tango Community meeting at SKAO in Jodrell Bank, England
The 37th Tango Community meeting will be hosted as an hybrid meeting by SKAO on the

27-29 June 2023. Remote attendance is free of charge and you will still need to register.

Joining in person requires the registration and the payment of the fee - via the below link.

https://buy.stripe.com/7sI5mc28L7Xk1hu5kl Alternatively you can pay via bank transfer to the

following details, please put your name as the reference. Account Name: SKA Observatory

Sortcode: 60-15-29 Account Number: 76650642...

htt

ps://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/

3 replies
Last reply 1 month ago

View thread

Friday, June 2nd

Marco Bartolini 10:01 AM

https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1685118089877969
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1685523524717149
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
https://buy.stripe.com/7sI5mc28L7Xk1hu5kl
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1685696510998379


Hi all, registrations are increasing and we are now to 44 participants , 25 in person, and 6 talks

submitted. Keep them coming! I’ll send a reminder later today to the mailing list

Benjamin Bertrand 4:55 PM

joined #37th-tango-meeting-2023.
Tuesday, June 13th

Marco Bartolini 11:49 AM

a reminder that we are meeting with the Meeting panel in 10'
11:50

Notes:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UWDjx13ssg6GrdnaJk91PHV6PoommMHKjwKiHmsbfrs/

edit?usp=sharing

Indico: https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/

Miro Board: https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVME0Sc8Q=/?share_link_id=93892356296

Slack channel: https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C

Join Zoom Meeting

https://skatelescope.zoom.us/j/3726884658?pwd=aFo2Y1lqR2hGWTFOTmVKZVk1cVl2Zz09

Meeting ID: 372 688 4658

Passcode: 123456

Gwen 11:53 AM

was added to #37th-tango-meeting-2023 by Marco Bartolini. Also, nicolas.leclercq joined.

Marco Bartolini 12:18 PM

My laptop rebooted …
12:18

Wait a second please

https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1685721306628689
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1686653374985299
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UWDjx13ssg6GrdnaJk91PHV6PoommMHKjwKiHmsbfrs/edit?usp=sharing
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVME0Sc8Q=/?share_link_id=93892356296
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C
https://skatelescope.zoom.us/j/3726884658?pwd=aFo2Y1lqR2hGWTFOTmVKZVk1cVl2Zz09
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1686653616773439
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1686655116440529
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1686655127117969


Friday, June 16th

Marco Bartolini 12:00 PM

Dear TANGO community,

Our 37th collaboration meeting is fast approaching but you are still in time to register (

https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/ )! The various sessions are taking shape, thanks for

all the submissions received so far. We’d like to encourage some specific submissions:

 TANGO Community Devices and Tools: we encourage every facility to have one
submission in this track giving an overview of the TANGO devices currently in use.
We believe this would be a suitable track for all levels of expertise and we
encourage submissions also from junior developers and newcomers to the
community. We’re very flexible about the program and the duration of these talks
can be adjusted accordingly. Don’t be shy :)

 TANGO facilities update: this is one of the most loved sessions and this year we
have enough time to accommodate more submissions in this area. Please consider
providing a high level update about your experiment/facility/development as part of
this.

 Workshops: you will have noticed that the last morning of the meeting is dedicated
to workshop events. We’re keeping the program open for this until the last moment,
but some ideas are being presented. Please keep these coming either by email, or
even better by using the meeting slack channel. At the moment we’ve got these
suggestions:
 TANGO documentation
 Managing operations, software updates, obsolescence
 IDLv6
 TANGO feedback session

Some updates on the logistics for the meeting:

 Zoom details for the meeting will be communicated via email to all registered
participants.

 For those joining in person, all transports have been booked to get to the SKAO HQ
and to the social dinner. You don’t need a rental car, it’s all taken care as explained
in the meeting page.

 For any question or doubt, please do not hesitate to get in touch directly.
See you all soon!

on behalf of the organising committee,

Marco Bartolini
Monday, June 19th

https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1686913222308789
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C


Marco Bartolini 12:56 PM

A reminder of the panel meeting in 5'

Agenda and Notes:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UWDjx13ssg6GrdnaJk91PHV6PoommMHKjwKiHmsbfrs/

edit?usp=sharing

Indico: https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/

Miro Board: https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVME0Sc8Q=/?share_link_id=93892356296

Slack channel: https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C

Join Zoom Meeting

https://skatelescope.zoom.us/j/3726884658?pwd=aFo2Y1lqR2hGWTFOTmVKZVk1cVl2Zz09

Meeting ID: 372 688 4658

Passcode: 123456

Conference (Indico)
37th Tango Community meeting at SKAO in Jodrell Bank, England
The 37th Tango Community meeting will be hosted as an hybrid meeting by SKAO on the

27-29 June 2023. Remote attendance is free of charge and you will still need to register.

Joining in person requires the registration and the payment of the fee - via the below link.

https://buy.stripe.com/7sI5mc28L7Xk1hu5kl Alternatively you can pay via bank transfer to the

following details, please put your name as the reference. Account Name: SKA Observatory

Sortcode: 60-15-29 Account Number: 76650642...

htt

ps://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/

Ulrik Pedersen 7:51 PM

joined #37th-tango-meeting-2023.
Thursday, June 22nd

Guifré Cuní 12:27 PM

https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1687175776933809
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UWDjx13ssg6GrdnaJk91PHV6PoommMHKjwKiHmsbfrs/edit?usp=sharing
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https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/
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https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1687433274383869


@Marco Bartolini, I've been completely out of track, sorry, really busy weeks.

Is there something you have asked that I may have missed?
Friday, June 23rd

Marco Bartolini 3:59 PM

Dear all,

Thanks to all those who registered for the meeting and all those who submitted a presentation.

We have 94 people registered and 34 talks lined up for your joy.

We have a provisional allocation of all the talks in the program, and you can see the details by

visiting the program available online at

https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/timetable/#20230627.detailed .

I’m looking forward to meeting you all next week!
Monday, June 26th

Verity Allan 10:06 AM

joined #37th-tango-meeting-2023. Also, ajoubertza joined.

ajoubertza 11:42 AM

Hello. I just want to confirm timezones. Is the meeting starting tomorrow at 09:00 UTC = 10:00

BST = 11:00 CEST?

Marco Bartolini 12:21 PM

Good catch Anton!
12:22

no, time are in British Summer Time , so it all starts tomorrow at 09 BST ( 8 UTC, 10 CEST)
(edited)
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12:22

I’ve now fixed the program page as well (edited)

https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/UHKH2MXCM
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1687532394196789
https://indico.tango-controls.org/event/57/timetable/#20230627.detailed
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1687770375856399
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1687776169005729
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1687778501337569
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1687778553070389
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1687778559380879


12:23

note that the meeting will start at 09:30 BST for remote participants (edited)

Damien Lacoste 2:27 PM

joined #37th-tango-meeting-2023.

Marco Bartolini 4:42 PM

Hi all,

I’d like to take this opportunity to welcome you to SKAO tomorrow and hope that everything

goes well over the course of the week. If you need any help at all, please let me know as I will

be around all week.

For those attending in person please find below useful information related to this event,

including zoom room links for all attendees.

CODE OF CONDUCT
The meeting organiser and event participants must contribute to an environment that

encourages the creation and exchange of ideas, recognises and values differences and

celebrates the diversity and contributions made by people of a range of cultures and

backgrounds. The SKAO Code of Conducts for meetings and events is accessible on our

website and all participants should familiarise themselves with it.

HOW TO GET HERE
The SKAO HQ is based on the Jodrell Bank Observatory grounds, but the SKAO entrance is

different to the visitor centre, so ignore the brown “Jodrell Bank” signs.

We are directly off the main A535, there are a signs quoting ‘SKA Staff Access’ which indicate

the SKAO entrance, which is located within the 30mph Jodrell Bank zone.

Proceed up the lane to the barrier. Press the buzzer, for assistance/access. Go diagonally

through the ‘compound’, and through a white gate, and follow the road, in a clockwise direction,

around the green. You will see the sign directing you into the SKAO GLOBAL

HEADQUARTERS car park, located on your left hand side.

Please ensure that you sign in and out with reception. Link to site map:

https://www.skao.int/en/contact-us

TRANSPORT

https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1687778606115429
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1687786049781999
https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1687794133809979
https://www.skao.int/en/about-us/ethics#__otpm1
https://www.skao.int/en/contact-us


There will be a transport service picking up from The Wilmslow Lodge in Wilmslow and

DeTrafford Hotel in Alderley Edge.
Collection times are below:

08:15 from the Wilmslow Lodge - Wilmslow - Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

08:30 from DeTrafford Arms Hotel - Alderley Edge - Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

Arrive at SKAO at 08:45

Return time

17:15 from SKAO dropping at DeTrafford Arms Hotel - Alderley Edge and then Wilmslow Lodge

- Wilmslow

There will be no return coach on Thursday.
For the social dinner the coach will pick up from the Wilmslow Lodge at 18:30 and the return

will pick up from The Giggling Squid in Alderley Edge at 23:30

If you require a taxi to the airport from SKAO please let reception know tomorrow along
with your flight number and time.
WIFI
The wifi network is available both for the use of guests of the SKAO and for SKAO staff to use

on personal devices. The network is available throughout the SKAO HQ. Details are available

at reception.

Anyone using this network should do so in a manner that does not adversely affect the

reputation of the SKAO. Anyone using this network should note and accept that basic

information on the device being used, sites visited, and times of use will be recorded and

retained for up to 3 months.

ZOOM ROOMS
A single zoom room will be used for all the plenary sessions.

Z Meet 32 ID: 619 661 2423 PASS: 855663 Link:

https://skatelescope.zoom.us/j/6196612423?pwd=bXFvM0hzd2daNlVsTW12M3NtV3pMdz09

Further rooms will be used for the parallel workshops and will be communicated via email and

on this channel to all participants.

2 replies
Last reply 4 days ago

View thread

https://skatelescope.zoom.us/j/6196612423?pwd=bXFvM0hzd2daNlVsTW12M3NtV3pMdz09


Marco Bartolini 4:53 PM

replied to a thread:

Hi all,…

can someone please confirm if you’ve received the communication above via email

this afternoon? It should have reached everyone who registered their participation on Indico
View newer replies

Tuesday, June 27th

Marco Bartolini 8:17 AM

Bus is leaving the wilmslow lodge now

Marco Bartolini 8:31 AM

Leaving Alderley now

Marco Bartolini 10:09 AM

Please all have a look at the program, as I said we made some changes yesterday evening in

order to fit in some last minute submissions, as a result talk duration is shorter than what we

originally planned
10:09

Thanks for the effort!

Marco Bartolini 10:33 AM

A view from SKAO

IMG_1726
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Marco Bartolini 12:49 PM

@Harri Hellgren I have sooo many questions! thanks for the talk , I did not know about this

project
12:50

first one, how do you calibrate your beamformers ?

Marco Bartolini 1:37 PM

also, it looks like there is an opportunity to converge or at least share epxeriences on how we

control WhiteRabbit devices !

Thomas Juerges 2:34 PM

Following up my promise during the PyTango on macOS demo, here is the repository that I use

for the Tango Controls Basics training. If you have any questions , please get in touch.

GitLab
Thomas Juerges / Tango_Controls_for_beginners · GitLab
GitLab.com

1

Marco Bartolini 2:48 PM

One observation is that in general it’s really great to see good progress on the CI practices and

tools, it’s a very good foundation for the years ahead
2:49

also all the effort on adopting CMake more consistently
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Marco Bartolini 2:57 PM

@Benjamin Bertrand, @TB, @Thomas Juerges one question about the distribution. At the

moment what setup would you recommend for people who want to run PyTANGO on Ubuntu ?

You’ve presented many options that can all be used to some extent

6 replies
Last reply 2 days ago

View thread

ajoubertza 3:08 PM

@Damien Lacoste Glad to see Python used to re-write Pogo. For simulation of Pogo devices,

you could get some ideas from https://github.com/ska-sa/tango-simlib (and probably use that

for the Python devices).

GitHub
GitHub - ska-sa/tango-simlib: Generic data-driven device simulator generation for
PyTango
Generic data-driven device simulator generation for PyTango - GitHub - ska-sa/tango-simlib:

Generic data-driven device simulator generation for PyTango (46 kB)

htt

ps://github.com/ska-sa/tango-simlib

2

Marco Bartolini 3:16 PM
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before we conclude the first day, let me remind you of the Miro board where we are collecting

feedback and workshop ideas for Thursday morning

https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVM7-ogf0=/?share_link_id=669192782411
Wednesday, June 28th

Harri Hellgren 9:26 AM

@Marco Bartolini Thanks, it was a pleasure to have time for short presentation. Hope soon we

can have more talks.

Calibration is a very good question. We have calibration masts around arrays which can be

used to send and receive calibration signals. That gives very good first guess what are phase

errors in the array. But of course situation is not so simple with mutual coupling between

antennas. We have planned to have drone or balloon for better calibration and then use masts

to correct changes during operation.
9:27

Yes, we have gone quite far with White Rabbit system and like to share our experinces.

1

Ulrik Pedersen 9:44 AM

When @Thomas Juerges decided to switch the room off and on again…

IMG_6337

2
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Benjamin Bertrand 10:03 AM
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LaVue is also available on conda-forge: https://github.com/conda-forge/lavue-feedstock

2

Thomas Juerges 11:27 AM

2 files

Thomas Juerges 11:38 AM

Great talk by Joanna and it is starting a good discussion. (edited)

IMG_5689

2

TB 11:44 AM

Can we have an issue for the "slow event subscription" issue? IMHO should be at

https://gitlab.com/tango-controls/TangoTickets. It is especially interesting if you are using

stateless subscription or not. See

https://pytango.readthedocs.io/en/stable/client_api/device_proxy.html#tango.DeviceProxy.subsc

ribe_event and

https://tango-controls.gitlab.io/cppTango/classDeviceProxy.html#ae70b05018febd1f5da7d03c5

583663d4 for the subscribe event documentation.

GitLab
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tango-controls / TangoTickets · GitLab
You have an issue with tango-controls framework and it might have an impact on several

repositories, or you don't know in which repository to create your issue? This...

1

Benjamin Bertrand 11:46 AM

UnitedStates device and Stategrid app source code is available on gitlab.com:

https://gitlab.com/MaxIV/dev-maxiv-unitedstates and

https://gitlab.com/MaxIV/app-maxiv-stategrid (edited)

1
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Marco Bartolini 12:25 PM

IMG_1735

3

Marco Bartolini 1:26 PM

https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVM7-ogf0=/?share_link_id=773706932633
1:26

please update the proposals for the workshops tomorrow

https://gitlab.com/tango-controls/TangoTickets
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Marco Bartolini 1:46 PM

@ajoubertza I’ll drop one question here
1:47

(and thanks for the talk!)

Marco Bartolini 1:48 PM

I remember that last year you highlighted the need for more effort in the maintenance of

PyTANGO , how is that looking one year later?

1 reply
2 days ago

View thread

Corne Lukken (PD3SU) 1:50 PM

I would like to help more with upstream development but will have to discuss within ASTRON to

see how we and if we can do that

1 1
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Corne Lukken (PD3SU) 4:06 PM
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Apologies to the SKA developers about attribution for the tango-prometheus-exporter the slides

have been updated to reflect this

TB 4:07 PM

@Corne Lukken (PD3SU) Nice talk. You probably already created a gitlab issue for the pyango

crash, right?

4 replies
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Marco Bartolini 4:22 PM

The social dinner tonight will be hosted at the Giggling Squid ( map link ) , it’s literally a two

minutes walk from the Traffords Arms hotel in Alderley Edge.

google.com
Giggling Squid - Alderley Edge · 50 London Rd, Alderley Edge SK9 7DZ, United Kingdom
★★★★☆ · Thai restaurant
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Benjamin Bertrand 5:01 PM

MAX IV gitlab CI templates can be found here: https://gitlab.com/MaxIV/cfg-maxiv-gitlabci

https://tango-controls.slack.com/archives/C053JBH379C/p1687964827771959
https://tango-controls.slack.com/team/U05EE74QA3G
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The conda part is in that file

https://gitlab.com/MaxIV/cfg-maxiv-gitlabci/-/blob/master/CondaBuild.gitlab-ci.yml

1

1 reply
1 day ago

View thread

Thomas Juerges 5:42 PM

Anybody here at the Trafford Arms with an iPhone cable that I could borrow for a couple of

hours?

Marco Bartolini 6:27 PM

For tomorrow , we will be meeting in the council chamber at SKAO , and same Zoom meeting

coordinates as today. We will use the first 20' in the morning to vote on workshop ideas and

split into groups, so that the work can start at 09:30 into the breakout sessions.

For all of this we will use the Miro board at

https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVM7-ogf0=/?share_link_id=795845912354 so please be ready

to join the miro board as we begin in the morning. See you tomorrow (or tonight if you’re here

)
Yesterday

Marco Bartolini 8:57 AM

Meeting starts at the same zoom coordinates as yesterday

https://skatelescope.zoom.us/j/6196612423?pwd=bXFvM0hzd2daNlVsTW12M3NtV3pMdz09

Marco Bartolini 9:05 AM

https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVM7-ogf0=/?share_link_id=272097918591
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9:07

https://miro.com/app/board/uXjVM7-ogf0=/?share_link_id=561898635562

ajoubertza 9:39 AM

Tango docs:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/16IaiLlxrEFjvBfxBRi__3nO6wtqqJ1ehgw9YoI7y-YI/edit

1

Benjamin Bertrand 9:56 AM

https://gitlab.com/tango-controls/meeting-minutes/pytango/-/blob/main/2023/2023-06-01/minute

s.md#any-other-business

GitLab
2023/2023-06-01/minutes.md · main · tango-controls / Meeting minutes / pytango · GitLab
Minutes from PyTango developer meetings. Not for code.

Verity Allan 11:09 AM

We've wound up the testing discussion. Some notes will follow soon - hopefully before 12:00

2 replies
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View thread

Marco Bartolini 11:22 AM

thanks @Verity Allan!
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Verity Allan 11:35 AM

replied to a thread:

We've wound up the testing discussion. Some notes will follow soon - hopefully before
12:00
Notes:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PQ_diSbNBTO2yx9UhJruCocQlugOzldYFcUOP9H-Gbw

/edit?usp=sharing
View newer replies

Corne Lukken (PD3SU) 11:37 AM

Our notes:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/16IaiLlxrEFjvBfxBRi__3nO6wtqqJ1ehgw9YoI7y-YI/edit

1 reply
Today at 1:54 PM

View thread

Thomas Ives 11:37 AM

Tango documentation channel: #temp-sig-documentation-workshop

Corne Lukken (PD3SU) 1:58 PM

Thank you everyone for this week, I learned a lot and have a lot more to learn. I look forward to

working together again and collaborating more in the future. Have a safe trip back

2 1 1

Today

lorenzo 10:28 AM
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Ulrik Pedersen 10:52 AM

Very flattering photo - face buried in food, thanks

Zbigniew Reszela 12:49 PM

Hello, hope you are doing well after the meeting. Here are minutes from the Improve

performance of subscription to events. Look into Cumbia and see how it parallelized

subscription

https://docs.google.com/document/d/14m1HQm0ElTHO18nEcll_mJIAA7JUVZkZnhP4s1ObF3c

/edit?usp=sharing

We have identified next actions and will keep you updated.
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